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T

anzania’s best kept secret.

I am referring to Katavi National Park where I
spent four days this June in a camp called Chada
Katavi. My hosts were Nomad Tanzania whose
holdings also include Greystoke Mahale in nearby
Mahale Mountains National Park. The latter is known
for its outstanding chimpanzee viewing and given the
controversy that swirled around the vicious attack by
a “domesticated” chimpanzee on a woman in a town
neighboring my own in Connecticut, I was anxious to
check their behavior in their natural environment.
But first I stopped over for two days at AndBeyond’s
Lake Manyara Tree Lodge that had been excluded
from my previous sorties into Serengeti. While Lake
Manyara airstrip is only twenty minutes by small
aircraft from Arusha the drive to the Tree Lodge takes
another two plus hours. No hardship, considering that
you encounter a wealth of wildlife along the lake as
you proceed slowly through the park to this exquisite
private lodge near its southernmost point.
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Lake Manyara Tree Lodge is the one and only in
this national park. Even though the day-trippers that
invade parts of Serengeti, Ngorongoro and its environs
during the peak season also spill into Lake Manyara
Park’s northern portion, time constraints prevent them
from going more than halfway south—leaving the
southern half as a virtual private domain for the guests
at the Tree Lodge.
Plentiful wildlife includes the whole range from
elephants to eland, baboons to buffalo, bateleurs to
bee-eaters, and, of course, the famous Manyara tree
lions. Imagine all this against a shimmering pink and
blue background as
tens of thousands
of flamingoes feast
on algae in the
shallow waters of
Lake Manyara.

Being familiar with the standards set by AndBeyond
(formerly CC Africa), I went with high expectations.
I was not disappointed. The same golden standards
that apply to its other high-end properties such as
Ngorongoro Crater Lodge, Serengeti under Canvas and
Klein’s Kamp, are strictly adhered to—from the staff,
accommodations and food to (even more important)
the quality of the ranger, Abdullah Hassan.
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W

ithout any previous experience with Nomad
Tanzania I had only hearsay to go by as I boarded the
Cessna Caravan in Arusha for the two and half hour
flight to its Chada Camp in Katavi National Park.
Katavi stands at the top of the ladder in Tanzania
(and perhaps Africa) as far as biomass goes—meaning,
literally, pounds of wild meat per square mile. But
what appealed even more to me than this abundance
of wildlife is the low visitor count. Katavi at 1,700 sq
miles—almost one third the size of Serengeti—counts
its annual flow of visitors in hundreds while its famous
counterpart up north hosted some 150,000 tourists last
year!
On our descent over the Katusinga Plains to
Katavi’s Ikuu airstrip I finally grasped what is meant
by biomass as great herds of buffalo and elephant,
interspersed with large groupings
of giraffe and topis, darkened the
light green marshland. The drive to
Chada Camp along the bank of the

Katuma River was frequently interrupted by close-up
sightings of hippo, crocodile, buffalo, monitor lizards,
giraffe, vervet monkeys, zebra, waterbuck, elephant
and a variety of birds. We were subjected to the
inevitable elephant mock charge by a young bull and
witnessed a buffalo being chased from the riverbank
by a another alpha male.
“Now that we have seen everything,” I joked with
my ranger, Jackson Shirima, as we arrived at Chada,
“what are we going to do the next few days?”
I would soon find out that within a ten mile radius
of the camp there was, in the words of that opening song
of Lion King, “more to see than can ever be seen and
more to do than can ever be done.” From June onwards
the receding waters of the floodplains force Katavi’s
huge herds to migrate towards the Katuma River and
compete with thousands of
resident hippo and crocodiles
for water and food.
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Chada Camp is the true luxury Hemingway
experience: comfortable tents, furnished in campaign
style with bucket showers and drop toilets. It ranks
first among the four small private camps in the park.
At bedtime and in the early morning hippo grunts,
hyena laughs, and sometimes lion roars, will constantly
remind you that you are indeed in the wild. All three
nights I could hear the rustle of elephants as they tore
away at the branches outside my tent. And just to be
sure they also left their calling cards on the footpath to
the main tent.
On the second day we encountered a pride of seven
lions with several cubs and on the third a pride of
twelve that killed an unfortunate baby hippo along the
banks of the river. I scribbled
a special entry in my diary
as an obnoxious inventive
young elephant bull picked
up and threw a stick at our
vehicle. (I have the picture
but resisted including it in
this report for fear that my

skeptical friends would mutter “Photoshop” when
they see it—just as they did a few years ago when I
shared with them a picture of a hippo playing lassielike with a stick in a water hole).
So why, one may ask, is Katavi getting so few
visitors in comparison with Serengetri?
The answer is two-fold: Hype and logistics.
Hype: In the minds of millions abroad Serengeti and
its Great Migration have become synonomous with
“safari.” Other worthy destinations such as Katavi,
Ruaha and Selous are not even on their radar screen. The
Tanzanian authorities have not been slow in exploiting
this money machine and allowed massive hotels to
be constructed in Serengeti. The
owners of these establishments
added to the hype as they try to fill
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hundreds of beds. (Fortunately, those of us who strive
towards offering the true safari experience in Serengeti
away from the maddening crowds have at our disposal
the smaller, exclusive and, naturally, more expensive,
accommodations offered by AndBeyond and Singita).
Logistics: While Serengeti is close to Arusha and the
adjoining Kilimanjaro International Airport, it takes
two and a half hours (and considerable expense) by
small plane to fly to Katavi. Regular flights are only on
Mondays and Thursdays.
I started off by describing Katavi as Tanzania’s
best kept secret. On second thoughts, it might well be
Africa’s best kept safari secret. And it is with a measure
of reticence that I spread the word as I would not want
to see Katavi, like Serengeti, become the target of the
great human migration from abroad—throwing dust
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and oil fumes from hundreds of vehicles over what
was once unspoilt nature. But then Katavi’s remoteness
might be a blessing in disguise.
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ext stop was Greystoke Mahale—a Nomad
Tanzania property known primarily for its large
resident chimpanzee population. After a short flight
from Chada we were taken on a one and a half hour
boat cruise from the airstrip to this Eden on the shore
of pristine Lake Tanganyika.
Greystoke consists of six private open-fronted
wooden bandas, a story-book main lodge, and offers
snorkeling and dinners on the beach. My main
purpose was, however, to observe the chimpanzees in
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their natural habitat. Although my trip was arranged
before the widely publicized surprise attack of Travis
(a domesticated male chimpanzee) on the friend of
its owner in neighboring Stamford, Connecticut, it
prompted me to do extensive research before I went.
While this is hardly the place to get involved in
the ongoing debate about the wisdom of trying to
domesticate chimpanzees (or any other wild animal), I
do come down strongly on the side of the proponents of
wildlife in their natural habitat. My experience during
two one-hour visits with the chimpanzee in Mahale’s
rain forest simply served to strengthen this viewpoint.
Even though on both occasions we witnessed
a noisy, branch-breaking bravado display by alpha
males, we were never threatened or harmed. As mere
visitors, abiding by their rules, we were treated with
respect. On one occasion an infant actually looked as
if it might come and touch us and on another an adult
brushed so close past me that I felt the bristles on its
arm touching my hand.
The rules of engagement are simple: Stay quiet and
calm; don’t try to attract a chimpanzee’s attention with
sound or movement; keep a distance of 10 meters unless,
of course, the chimpanzee decides to take a closer look
at you, then stand still; don’t use a flash on your camera
as it might alarm or iritate the chimpanzees; and wear
the surgical mask provided by your guide. The reason
for the mask is quite simply to prevent the exchange
of germs. Until masks were made compulsory in 2003
several chimpanzees succumbed to human diseases.

Of the one thousand or so chimpanzees in the
Mahale Mountain Park about eighty are “habituated,”
i.e. familiarized with humans. For the past forty-three
years the Japanese have been doing the same kind of
research in Mahale as Jane Goodall in the better-known
but much smaller Gombe Park further north along the
lakeshore.
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or those who have the time (and money) to
do so, my advice is to start off at Chada Katavi and
Greystoke Mahale before journeying back north to
choice destinations in and around Serengeti offered by
AndBeyond and Singita.
In fact, I am currently in the process of arranging
a trip for six couples that will include it all. I have no
doubt that they will come back and describe this as “a
trip of a lifetime.”
Now that the secret is out I might as well share it
with good friends and discerning safari clients.
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